Managed Cloud Services
Get to where you need to be, faster, with production-quality,
ready-to-go environments.
With the cloud, a new environment can be launched in a matter of minutes—connecting your ideas with
technology that moves as quickly as you do. The cloud makes it easier to innovate and develop new products
and services, and helps you adjust to changing technical and business needs, reducing risk. It also provides
industry-leading security, compliance and governance.
At Osprey Software, we know the cloud, inside and
out. Whether it’s Microsoft™ Azure, Amazon Web
Services™, or Rackspace™, let us take away the
stress of designing, securing and operating your
cloud so you can focus on your business. We don’t
partner with any one provider, so we can choose the
best fit for you.

Our distinctive approach sets us apart
We work with all major cloud providers
We offer an integrated development process,
which considers operational environments at
each phase
We offer full lifecycle services—from design, to
build, to management
We have global experience, with proven
deployments across North America, Europe and
Asia
We understand what compliance and security
mean for the cloud,
and how to integrate them thoughtfully
We have a veritable toolbox of reference
architectures, so we can map the right approach
based on what our experience has told us will
work for you
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At Osprey, we’re focused on creating the
right environment for today, with an eye
toward the future—while considering
performance, cost and security—so that
we can help determine the best path
forward for you.
We’re business-driven, and allow application and
business needs to drive tech choices. We know that if
it’s built right, it will be easier to maintain, which
simplifies things on your end—and that’s something we
take to heart.
But we don’t just build an environment and head for the
door—we emphasize our customers throughout the
design, build, implementation and management phases,
and stay involved to make sure you’re getting
everything out of the application that you had dreamed
of. Plus, our management services free you up to take
care of other business needs.

Managed Cloud Services
What we do—

What we offer—

Define, Design & Deploy
• Application, Requirements & Goals Assessment
• Best Practice-centered Design
• Implementation and Validation
Manage & Support, across the Full Lifecycle

Cloud Application Framework
App Development & Integration
Actionable Intelligence™

• Technical Requirements Definition
• Vendor Selection
• Design & Architecture
• Development, Integration and Testing
• Operational Readiness and Turnover

Strategy
NextGen Architecture
Customer Engagement Measures

Operate
• Proactive Management & Maintenance

Catalytic Project Management

• 24/7 Monitoring
• Optimization & Analytics

CASE STUDY
We have designed, implemented and deployed a cloud environment to support COI RiskManager™,
the highest-rated conflict of interest software used by world-class companies, including the World’s
Largest Retailer and an internationally-renowned Fast Food Retailer. Each solution was thoughtfully
designed with the firm’s business and security needs in mind, then tested, and we now operate those
environments on their behalf—across multiple continents.
The result? We were able to get the environments they needed built and ready for customer use in
significantly less time than would be required by a traditional, non-cloud environment.

At Osprey, we help clients deploy, operate, fine-tune and then
take advantage of the very best the cloud has to offer.
Ready to move forward?
For more information on how Osprey can set up and confidentially operate your
cloud, email sales@ospreysoftware.com or call (888) 677-7394.
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